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By M ark Garbe
Senior Reporter

Committee Raises Controversy

Program Board. Each of the five Activities Committee suggest changes in ' the organization's" event
"If the
members will be assigned one of the rProgram Board proposed changes are nof accepted the recommendation shall
Despite strong protest from the Program Board-and much committees to act as an advisor for. They will attend all be recinded and the recommendation shall move forward ds a
internal debate, Grand Valley's Student Senate has brought Conferences, workshops and seminars that their Program recommendation of 'No Action' ," according to the
resolution.
up a resolution that gives them prior restraint over any Board committee attends.
"I don't think this is necessary. These organizations
organization wishing to program entertainment, including
"We don't have them (Program Board and other student
the Program Board. The resolution will be voted on have the Student Activities Office and S.O.R.T. (Student organizations) in a strangle hold, this is a recommending
Organization Round Table) to help them o u t The Program committee," said Pattison.
Thursday, Feb. 18.
"This needs to be in our structure; we need to be more Board isn't perfect but it could have been fixed in a better
When an event passes the Activities Committee a
responsible for student needs," said Robert Pattison, way," said Damita Dorsette, a Student Senate member and a Committee member is assigned to the event to act as a
Assistant to the President of Student Senate and one of the Program Board member.
"liason to monitor the recommendation's progress." If the
"Additionally, it shall be the Activities Committee's event passes the ^Allocations Committee an Allocations
three authors of the resolution. "This isn't directed at the
Program Board specifically but at all student organizations," responsibility to organize, govern, and maintain a structured Committee member is assigned to act as a "liason to
relationship between the Program Board and all registered monitor the financial aspects of the event"
he said.
David Truxall,
Concert Committee Executive student organizations desirous of programing events related
Funding for events going through the Activities
Chairperson for the Program Board, disagrees. "The Student to their existence," according to the version of the Committee office..will be managed by them.
The .
Senate is trying to babysit us," he said. "The resolution is resolution passed by the Senate last Thursday.
Allocations Committee will transfer the money allocated to
drafted specifically for Program Board. It's obvious from
When an organization wants to program an event they the Activities Committee's account and they will "release
the first draft—they wouldn't have made direct attacks in must first present their case to the Activities Committee. the monies as necessary," and "All financial records,
that version if they didn't mean this version to be against The Committee will then decide whether the event is including copies of all receipts, shall be maintained by the
worthy of Senate consideration, to forward the event to the programing liason."
us."
Why the legislation came about is still, unclear. Program Board a* to deny the organization's event action.
At the Feb. 11 Student Senate meeting an argument
According to the Senate, student organizations had
"In a sense they already have do this because they've against the resolution was raised saying the Activities
complained that the Program Board had not assisted them always had to get the Senate's approval," said Truxall.
Committee would slow down the programing process with
when they asked for help or provided adequate entertainment
Events deemed worthy of Senate consideration can then its added departments that organizations must go through to
be taken to the Student Senate Allocations Committee as schedule events. "Student Senate is here to help the
But Dave LeClerc, Student Senate Allocations they would tyve in the past, without the help of the students, but by this is creating more red (ape for them to
Committee Chairperson, believes the reason is not as Program Board.
go through," said LeClerc.
innocent as some Senate members say. "In my eyes, it
If forwarded to die Program Board, the Board can either
The Activities Committee will prepare recommendations
came about through some bad feelings from in the Senate,” co-sponsor the event and it will go to Allocations under for future events yearly to the Student Senate, Program
their "expertise" or the Board can deny the event. An event Board and other organizations deemed appropriate. "It is
he said.
The resolution created an Activities Committee that will denied by the Program Board will automatically be re anticipated that the Program Board will use this report to
b e i im u n e n it o f liv e S tu d e n t S e d a te m e m b e rs a n d a V ic e evaluated fey die Activities CkwuabtsmHSlIPKbiiSMmWMauMiifl
Truxall pointed out more overlapping with present incoming Activities Committee believes these reports have
President
LeClerc voted against the resolution. "It's trying to policy saying, "They are trying to make organizations come not resulted in an adequate program o f events...(the
Activities Committee) may choose to initiate such
make us more effective but in the long run it will make us to us but that's already our job."
Pattison thinks the automatic option allowing Program programing itself."
less effective by spreading us thinnfer than we already are,"
"The Program Board spends a lot of time to figure out
he said noting that it has been "uncommon” for the Senate Board to intervene is more important "Attendance at some
events in the past has been bad, if the Program Board could what to program. How can five people decide what to put
to have its full complement of 30 senators.
The Vice President will be responsible for the Activities have helped them it wouldn't have been a waste o f money," on?" Truxall felt threatened by this. "If they don't like they
how we're doing the programing, then they're going to do it
Committees and is to attend every meeting of the Program he said
themselves," he said.
The
Activities
Committee
also
has
the
authority
to
Board as well as meet weekly with the President of the

Faculty
To Vote
On Union
March 23
By Brian Neathery
News Writer
University representatives and Michigan
Education Association (MEA) union
organizers were able to agree on a
bargaining unit and election date for the
proposed teacher's union in a pre-election
conference held Feb. 11. Faculty members
included in the bargaining unit description
will vote for or against forming a teachers
union on March 23, according to personnel
officer Scott Richardson.
The bargaining unit will consist of all
regular and part-time faculty of Grand
Valley,
including
faculty
librarians,
department chairpersons and faculty rank
coaches. It excludes clerical and technical
worker, executive, administrative and
professional employees, Physical Plant and

Department of Public Safety employees,
adjunct and visiting faculty and student
employees.
The bargaining unit is similar to those in
four previous union elections held in 1974,
1977, 1980, 1982, all of which failed to
draw the majority of assenting votes.
A professor in ’ favor of unionizing,
Richard Atchinson of Biology, said a union
would "give the faculty some power in
dealing with the administration." Professor
Atchinson said that he had voted against the
union in previous elections, but "Since then
I have seen increases in faculty workload, a
decrease in compensation for summer
teaching and all of this is decided very
arbitrarily. The faculty have no recourse
right now for that sort of thing."
A dissenting faculty member, Geology
professor Thomas Hendrix, was concerned
that the union might not relate well to the
faculty's needs. He pointed out that abouf
90 percent of the MEA's members are
primary and secondary school teachers,
grades K-12. "It's my opinion that the
administration has done a decent job
compensating facultyfairiy. I don't dunk
the union can do that much better, and, of
course, the only thing you're sure of when
you vote in a union is the union dues."
Professor Hendrix also expressed his
concern that the union would drive a wedge
between faculty and administrators. "I don't
want to live in a situation where there's a
built-in adverse relationship between faculty
and the administrators they work under. I
would prefer a more collegiate relationship."

Additional Student Housing
Approved By Board O f Control
News Release
The Grand Valley State University Board
of Control approved a student housing
project Schedule calling for the construction
of four additional on-campus housing units
that will houe nearly 200 students. The
new buildings will be similar to the four
new student living centers that were opened
last fall. Each building houses 48 students
and features a central common "great room”
area and 12 bedroom suites.
Bart Merkle, Dean of Students, presented
the rationale for constructing the new
housing units. "Our campus continues to
grow rapidly, and we expect that trend to
continue in spite of the transfer of many of
our professional and graduate degree classes
to our new Grand Rapids Center in the
spring."
—
Merkle presented statistics showing
current studouhousing occupancy at 100
percent Enrollment last fall was just under
nine thousand and university officials predict
a five percent annual enrollment increase
through 1992.
"Even with the 200
additional beds the new housing units would
provide, there is still a substantial market
for additional private housing adjacent to
campus," Merkle said. "In fact private
developers plan to construct enough
additional housing in the area for nearly 500

more students by the fall 1992 semester.
The university's periphery is certainly ripe
for additional private student housing
development"
GVSU President Arend D, Lubbers said
he's enthusiastic about the living center
concept for the new buildings. He pointed
out the social and financial advantages of
that concept. "Our four new student living
centers are the 'best on campus' according to
the students living there. Financially, the
living center building concept allows us to
add student housing in small increments as
we need them. I see our enrollment growth
projections as conservative in light of our
recent experiences. Although nationally the
18-22 year old population has decreased over
the past several years, the trend has not
resulted in a decrease of traditional age
students at GVSU. We've continued to see
an increase in our traditional age students
and thus also an increase in the demand for
on-campus housing for those students."
Merkle said preliminary plans call for
three buildings that will be slightly larger
than the four existing living center units.
Fryling Construction Company, which
built those building, has been selected as the
general contractor for the new project.
Projections call for the buildings to be
completed in time for fall 1989 occupancy.
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Steelcase Inc. hopes to build a state
of-the^art fiber-optic network linking its
main manufacturing operation in Grand
Rapids with its newest operations being
developed negr 52nd Street and east Paris
Avenue in Kentwood.
City lawyers are questioning the
"legality whether a private company can
bury a cable in a public right of way,
like utilities. Kentwood officials agreed
last week to study the matter and try to
find a solution.
"For our computers at Kentwood to
talk to our computers at Grand Rapids
it's very important. Without this kind
of facility it may increase our costs in
manufacturing . furniture and just
generally affect our financial health,"
said
Steelcase
telecommunications
manager John Crankshaw.
The system would reqaire 85,000
feet or about 17 miles o f cable,
Crankshaw said, he hopes to begin
construction in April or May.

Gov. James Blanchard's $30 million
plan to put young welfare recipients to
work rebuilding city neighborhoods is
just a ploy to kick poor kids off .public
assistance, two key lawmakers have
charged.
Blanchard's plan would require an
estimated 6,800 able-bodied 18- to 20year-old men and.women on general
assistance to sign up for the Michigan
Neighborhood Corps. They would be
paid $3.35 an hour for rebuilding homes,
cleaning up vacant lots or any other kind
of non-profit community work.
"To give hopeless people hope just
bums me up,” said Rep. Joe Young Sr.,
"If we're serious about a job-training
program, we need a couple hundred
million dollars and we need to train them
for available jobs."
Deputy - Commerce Director Lou
Glazer said he's still optimistic most
lawmakers will see the proposal as a
unique way to simultaneously lower the
urban unemployment rate and help
rebuild decaying cities.

The Student
Senate Wants You!
Make
A
'Difference!
There remain a few openings on the Senate.

vSwSi'j
Fresh polls showed Dole and Bush in
a tie fgr the Republican Presidential
Candidacy, the vice president's oncesubstantial lead vanished into New
Hampshire's frigid air and the trend
moving in the Kansas senator's direction.
On the Democratic side, Dukakis
remained far and away the leader with
Richard Gephardt and Paul Simon still
dueling for second.
WASHINGTON - Many West
Europeans fed the United States did little
to protect their interests at the summit
last December, but most believe America
would keep its pledge to defend them,
according to a survey sponsored by the
U.S. Information Agency.
Most West Europeans support the
treaty signed at the Washington summit
to remove American and Soviet mediumrange nuclear missiles from Europe,
however, they gave credit for the treaty
to Kremlin leader Mikhail Gorbachev,
rather than to President Regan.

An explosion blew a hole ih a
ferryboat at LJnassol today as it was
being readied to carry Palestinian
deportees on a PLO-sponsored protest
voyage to Israel, a Palestine Liberation
Organization official said.
A man claiming to speak for the
Jewish Defense League said the U.S.based group was "responsible for
bombing the ship at Linassol."
U.S. Olympic speed skater Dan
Jansen sought to win the gold medal in
Canada for his sister Jane Jansen Beres,
who died only eight hours before (he race
after a year-long-battle with leukemia.
But instead, there was a false start, and
then a'fall.
Bouncing up, he threw his arms into
the air in disbelief, slapped his thighs in
disgust and doubled over, his head in his
hands. "We’ll see what happetls on
Thursday," said Jensen.

The Student Senate invites the
Students to attend all senate meetings.
comeand voice your opinion

on matters that concern the students.
Your input is needed for the well-being
of the students. Be part of the fraction
that strives to make a difference.
BE A PART
OF THE
STUDENT SENATE!
*
V
Senate meets every Thursday at 4 B0 in the
crows nest, bottom level Kirkhof Center.

Apply in the
Student Senate
O ffice, main
level o f the
Kirkhof Center.
Inquiries ask for
Ric Jewell,
Vi .P . o f
Appointments,
ext. 3132

BE THERE!

Coming soon...
— Elections for 1988/89
Student Senate. For more
information read next
weeks Senate News or call
ext.3231

Voice Your Opinion!

i
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Student Senate Renders
Program Board Impotent
By Kathleen M arron
Editar-in-Chief
A power-hungry Senate has proposed
a,resolution to rob all Program Board
officials of power and placing their own
committee in charge.
It all started when a club wanted to
put on a film festival. They consulted the
Program Board, who told them what to
do. That was the last the Program Board
heard about it until whispers told them of
a resolution making die Board an "entity
of the Student Senate" was going to be
voted on the next day.
Inquiries revealed the club had
complained to some senators because "the
Program Board wouldn't help them." The
senators, without going to the Program

Board, helpfully drew up the aforementioned
resolution on the basis that the Program
Board was "not providing adequate
representation to the student body,"
according to one senator.
Usually the Senate will conduct a
student poll to see if this reflects the
student's opinion. This has not been done.
There has been three versions of the
resolution. The first and second version's
hostility toward the Program Board was
thinly veiled. The third version was a
complete turnaround, written in a formal and
"business-as-usual" attitude. How. can the
Senate expect people to believe this is being
done to benefit all student organizations
when they were so clearly antagonistic
towards the Program Board in the previous
two drafts?

The first version of the resolution stated
there was concern about the "lack of
accountability" to the Senate and the
'marginal' quality of programming .(like the
Beach Boys?).
Hie third version of the resolution
states: "The President of die Program Board
may
request ex-officio
[non-voting]
membership upon Ahe committee." The
programming board would then serve as a
"recommending body" to the committee.
Is this the reason for all the secrecy?
The Program Board was never informed of
the pending action, and their shared advisor,
Bob Stoll, was never told of the resolution
until 10:15 p.m. the night before the
meeting.
Secondly, why is the Senate writing up
more red tape that will profoundly affect the

Elizabeth Paczesny
GVSU Blood Drive
Coordinator

Letters to the Editor
On behalf of die Ottawa County Chapter
of the Red Cross, I would like to thank all
of those who participated in the Blood Drive
that was held on Thursday, February 4,
1988. The volunteers that assisted the Red
Cross on that day were greatly appreciated
and I extend a special thanks to Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity, for set up and tear down;
and the Pre-Physical Therapy Club for
staffing the drive. Without your help, the
Blood Drives would be impossible. I also
want to thank die over 170 donors, who
"Shared Life" with many needy people.
We were only 30 pints short of our 200

pint goal. Hopefully next drive we can
make thfit goal a reality! A special thanks
to our gallon donors; Delores Arendsen three gallons, Michelle Egeler - one gallon,
Jeffrey Sanrini - one gallon, and Julianna
Barber - one gallon. Congratulations to 2nd
floor Copeland and the Ravine Club for
having the greatest number of membership
donating blood, the floor and the club's
name will be engraved on the Blood Drive
plaque, which will be put up in the S.O.S.
Station.

efficiency of an organization who is doing
an excellent job?
Thirdly, why does the Senate want to
create another committee when the 30-seat
Senate is already nine members short, and
has an absentee problem?
By contrast, last semester the Program
Board had an active membership of 51
people. They ranged from freshmen to
seniors who averaged 2-3 years on the
board, with members who belong to a
diverse number of other clubs. That does
not describe a club who is "not providing
adequate representation to the student
body."
Rumor has it the resolution will be
altered again before it's slipped by the
Senate. Will the Program Board be reduced
to a recommending body? We shall see.

Concerned members of the Tutoring
Center.
'v
Signed,
Gary Gruin
Bruce Mikula
Colleen M. Aurthur
Michael Peters
Deborah
E. Earl
Jody Parker
Christen Stephens Anna M. d a rk

To the Editor,
We must ask the purpose of "The Ink
Spot" segment of the Lanthorn. We were
under the impression the segment was
intended to show off creative works of
students.
We fail to comprehend the
creativeness of the "story" in the Feb. 10
issue. Perhaps the creativeness comes from
the fact that the "author's" name was
discreedy left out. Perhaps the creativeness
is best described by the tide of the segment,
"The Ink Spot"

C athy A . T em p le

P a trick B osley

Colleen Jackson
Debra J. Garland
Katrina Salo
Sue Audi
Mary Raab
Karon Byers
Carloz Salinaz

Ray Antel III
John Batts
Dorian E. Chulor
Christine S. Mickelson

Sincerely,

The

Hairloft
coupon

Get a jump on your Spring
Break Tan!!!
$35.00 for ten visits!

News Editor

( no membership needed)
________ exp 2-26-88__________

M ark Garbe
Mt

; Life Editor

Rich Reitsma

Chief Photographer

John Freel

Business Manager

Marge Wangbichler

Call for A pt @ 895-7151
Hours: Tues-Fri 9-7
Saturday 9-2

Located: 6408 Lk Mi. Dr.
( next to Allendale library )

V.-.V.V.V.V

.KilJnaa.
Dawn Toliver
Production Manager

Dawn Hensley

Professor Theodore Berland
Adviser
The Lanthorn is a student run weekly publication. The majority of its revenue is raised
through the sale of advertising. As Grand Valley State University's official student
newspaper, we wish it to be known that the opinions expressed in the Lanthorn do not
necessarily reflect the position or opinion of Grand Valley State University.
The Lanthorn welcomes letters to the Editor. Letters must be signed, under 300 words in
length and non-libelous. The Lanthorn staff reserves the right to edit letters to meet space
limitations.
The Lanthorn's deadline for all material is NOON FRIDAY.
The Lanthorn conducts business at the Kirkhof Center, GVSU Campus, Allendale,
Michigan 49401. Phone: (616) 895-3120 or (616) 895-3608. Subscriptions to the
Lanthorn are available for $10 a school year. Make all checks payable to the Lanthorn.
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What Presidential candidate da you support
T ra d e V izina
and why?
, Susan C ool

Probably Bush because I'm republican."

D ebbie Farhat

Sophmore —
Math Major
—— "No, I don't know who's running - I'm
not into issues like this:

Education
"I don't know. I haven't followed
the campaign. I don't know enough to
say. I don't want Jesse Jackson."

Chris M aC om b

Business Major
junior
"No - No I haven’t done any
"Gaiy Hart -- everybody can make research on the situation. But I don't
mistakes, even a Presidential candidate want Bush or Robertsen. I haven't
is human."
looked at Dole."

M ike Schuelke
Sophmore
Occuptational Safety and Health
T m not really too sure at this point

Come Join
our
GRETEL'S
coffee club!
Purchase a GRETEL'S travel mug for
only $ 2.00 and receive refijls of coffee
for the remainder of the semester for

e n C u r s i o n s a v a ’a b c

only 300 (save 250).

is

* It's a great deal that a true coffee *
lover can't pass up.
Also, we have our 32 oz Pepsi
come-back mugs for $ 2.00 and refills
on pepsi for 590 (save 300).
C an be re fille d in th e D eli, G a lle y a n d G re te l's

service cba'cr

DOTH PACKAGE

FULL PACKAGE

FOH Of TAILS AND RfSERVATl ONS

Call Bill anytime at 453-1224
sign up now and get a free tanning
package from European Sun Spa
( You've seen the rest
•<
now go with the best.)

Look for our Florida Beach ”
Party at "S H O U T" Feb. 18th.
We'll be giving away a free trip i
as well as many other great i
prizes. Call us or " S H O U T* I
for more information.
I

A H H A N G E M L N T S BY

INTE R C A M P U S P R O G R A M S

Fall Rental Inform ation
♦New tenant sign-ups will begin at 9 am, March 10, 1988 at
the swimming pool office. An initial $115.00 deposit is
required from everyone.
♦CAMPUS VIEW Apartments is now leasing for next fall
for CAMPUS VIEW tenants. RETURNING students may
sign up prior to March 9, 1988 by contacting apartment
management.
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HERE ARE 1 AND 2 BEUKOOMMODERNUJVING QUARTERS,
DESIGNED TO PROVIDE CONVENIENT AND COMFORTABLJE
HOUSING. THE BUILDINGS ARE SOUND, CONDITIONED AND
DESIGNED FOR ECONOMICAL GROUP LIVING, YET GIVE
EACH PERSON A DEGREE OF PRIVACY!
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♦Studio apartm ents available
2 bedroom furnished apartment

For more information, call 616 895-6678

between 1-5pm

1 bedroom furnished apartment
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Famous Amos: Uncommon Sense

By L yn W olf
Campus Life Writer
He was a high school drop-out, came
from a broken home, and was black. With
three strikes against him, the chances of
success were not great. But nothing could
stop' him.
Everyone wants to know what is the
secret to success. According to Wally
"Famous" Amos, "you are your secret."
"The answer is that there is no secret.
There is no secret ingredient. All the in
gredients must be listed on the package;
you put in a secret ingredient, you go to
jail. There is no secret that I have that you
can't get, that is not available to you.
There is no information that I possess that
is not available to every individual walking,
or crawling, on the face of this planet.
"The message that 1 present is one of
how valuable the human being is," said
Amos. "My mission is to show people
how powerful they are . . . I think that the
main reason that people fail at their

endeavors is because they don't realize that
they are entitled to succeed, that they are
m eant to succeed by their very existence,
and that they have within them all the
ingredients necessary to succeed. . . "
Amos believes in many ing.redients.
". . .
commitment, integrity, faith,
enthusiasm, persistence, love, imaginationall the things that are so common, and that
we know, but often forget"
Belief is one such ingredient. Belief is
broken down into two area, belief in your
self and belief in your worthiness to
succeed.
"(You must have) belief in yourself
beyond a shadow of a doubt that you will
do i t . . . when you believe in yourself you
focu£ on solutions, not problems
simply because you exist you are entitled
to (succeed).
"W e've got to begin to change our
belief system to create the life that we
w ant We've got to first accept the fact that
we have the capability to do th at that it is
our responsibility. Begin to establish your
own set of high standard by which you live
your life, and let that be your reflection.
"My goal," Amos continued, "is to impower people, is to make people feel good
about themselves. Because, if you feel that
you are invincible, that you can do
anything, then you can. Then, you go out
and you achieve your desires."
As a child, Amos had no real goals, no
real desires, but he did have faith, another of
his ingredients for success. By Amos' def
inition, faith "is getting out of the way and
letting the powers of the universe direct
you." Faith is a way to conquer your fears.
"A young preacher I knew once said, Tear
knocked on the door, faith opened it, and
there was no one there'."
Amos quoted much throughout his
speech, basing an entire section upon
Goethe's "The Power of Commitment".

'The secret to m y success
" . . . seek this moment what you can do’. .
." Amos read." .. .'a dream you can/ begin
it'. . . nothing at all happens until you say is that there are no secrets."
'l w ill. I can isn't good enough. You can
Famous Amos
do anything, but w ill you?
"Com m itm ent . . . gets people
interested in you, gets them involved in life . . . we are not robots. Things don't
your life . . . trying doesn’t get the job happen to us, we cause things to happen
done. You either have to do it or not do it. to us . . . enthusiasm is what makes things
happen."
Another important ingredient is to have
one thing that you do just for you, one
"I love chocolate chip
thing that does not depend upon who does
or does not approve of i t "Why are you
always begging someone else to approve
cookies. I love baking them and
your idea?" Amos admonished. "Approve it
eating them and talking about
yourself and go with it!"
"I believe the only reason we exist is to
them and selling them . . . I feel a
serve . . . we are not in this world to
horde," he told his, audience. "(Giving)
strong kinship with chocolate makes me feel so good . . . there is a satis
faction in giving that can not be recieved in
chip cookies."
Famous Amos
any other way.
"I don't care whak the question is, the
answer is love . . . beginning with you . . .
because you can't love me until you love
"It's about being alive," said Amos of yourself.
"I'm just telling you stuff that you
his next ingredient, enthusiasm. "I never
have to ask anyone to do anything because already know, but may have forgotten,"
they're too busy volunteering . . . because I Amos commented. "I'm ju st your friendly
am enthusiastic about being Wally Amos . reminder.”
. . W ally Amos is the secret . . . of
To sum it all up, Amos said, "when we
Famous Amos cookies." Amos has had a take our minds away from that little diver
history of promotion, beginning with the sion, quit thinking that there is a secret, and
William Morris Agency, and then as a per realize that the answer is out there, the
sonal-manager, working with such people answer is somewhere and I can acquire the
as Sim on and Garfunkel, The Four answer, and move on to achieve my goals,
Seasons, and The Temptations. "That was that's when your life begins to work.
my training. . . I'll promote until I die . . .
"It's just common sense," he continued.
because that’s what I do, that's what I like "I don't know why they call it com m on
to do . . . seek those things that really sense. It's not so common. Maybe they
excite you, the things that you do well, should call it uncommon sense."
and, again, if we start thinking, start
Amos added on one last bit o f inspir
examining our lives, then you begin to ation. "Hey," he said, "if I can do it, you
form a different opinion of ourselves and of can do it!"

Career Day
Business as Usual
By Lyn Wolf
early. Unfortunately, not many of them do
. . . . it's certainly worth a person's time to
Looking for a job? Career Day was a go around and talk to these people. There's
good place to start. With over fifty organ no better place than this to talk to this
izations and employers present, ranging many employers in so little time."
from the State Police Department to the
Much of Career Day was student run.
United States Navy to the City of Grand "I do some of the background work," said
Rapids, a variety of interests could be ful Seykora. "but once it really comes down to
it, the students take over."
filled.
"We were involved not only in the
"It's an opportunity for us . . . to be
accessible for students who are looking for minor details, but in the finishing touches
iobs and chatting about what might be . . the selection of the guest speaker and
available," said a representative of the City the companies and the student help . . ."
■' Grand Rapids, "and, at the same time, said student organizers, Leslie Johnson and
*( an idea about what students are Dan O'Connor. "(Career Day) brings about
hmking, about what careers they are a more personal basis between employers or
iterested in."
recruiters and students. It's not as tense; it's
"(The purpose of Career Day)," more relaxed. It breaks down a lot of
commented director Tom Seykora, is to barriers to be on a one-to-one basis.
give undergraduates an opportunity to talk (Career Day) really helps out a lot of
to employers and start to develop some students. It's a good thing," concluded
contacts and to get some information. At Johnson.
the same time, it's for seniors and graduate
Overall, Career Day provided career
students to go around and talk to employers opportunities and information for students The Herman Miller display at Career Day in theKirkhcf Center, last Tuesday.
. . . it's important that students do this of all areas and interests.
Photo/ Danny Kraai.
Campus Life Writer
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GVSU In Honors Band
Last Saturday, February Sixth, twelve
GVSU musieians took part in the 1988 *
Michigan Intercollegiate Honors Band.
The band is an annual gathering o f
students from several Michigan'colleges
and universities^ held this year at Adrian
College, This years participants included;
Grand Valley State tlpiversity, Adrian
Albion, Calvin, Grand Rapids Baptist,
Hope, Olivet, and Spring Arbor. Grand
Valley students participating were; Don
Anderson, M ax Colley III, Debbie

On January 23, 1988 Alpha Omicron
Pi Sorority colonized on the Grand Valley
campus. The colonization was the result
of the efforts o f Delta Alpha Gamma, a
local sorority at GVSU. DAG petitioned
Alpha Omicron P i and, after mutual
selection took place, A O n International
colonized. The group o f 44 is now an
AOII chapter o f an International sorority.
Installation of the chapter will take place
within the next year.
Alpha Omicron Pi International has
over 160 collegiate chapters in the U.S.
and Canada.
The "fastest growing"

On Top at the Box Office

DeJohn, Terry Haaksma, Elizabeth
Henry, Dina Mobley, Linda Schmidt, Jeff
Sleeper, M ipdy W alling, Elizabeth
Zimmerman, and Sam Mcllhagga. The
participants were picked according to then- t
m u sic a l
a b ilitie s
and
upon
recommendation o f their band directors.
The Grand Valley contingent was th e .
largest to attend. The band was directed
by Dr, Larry Rachleff o f the Oberlin
Conservatory and played to a sellout
crowd.

AOTt Colonized
sorority, AOII is a strong member of the
National Panhellenic Conference, the
governing body o f the 26 National
sororities.
Alpha Omicron Pi is represented by
over 94,000 women who support a
co m m o n
p h ila n th r o p y .
A O II
philanthropic projects support Arthritis
Research Grants.
Alpha Omicron Pi was founded at
Barnard College at Columbia University
in New York on January 2,1897.
For more information, please contact
Julie Derby, AOII Chapter Consultant at
895-6021.

VHT L\% INA

B y B ren t B au m
- Would yotf like to be really depressed?
Really, really depressed? Well, then I would
recom m end that you see the movie
"Ironweed."
■
k‘Ironweed" is about winos in Albany,
New York, in 1938. Jack Nichoison plays
an alcoholic ex-baseball player, and Meryl
Streep plays his companion, an alcoholic
ex-singer. They spend their days looking for
any kind o f job, and they spend their nights
looking for a warm place to sleep. Oh, and
they spend their days and nights drinking.
They also spend a lot o f time talking about
all the bad breaks they have gotten.
I am not saying that we should never
see depressing movies. I am not saying that
we should only watch films that are bright
and cheerful. But " I r o n w e e d " is so
depressing, I just did not get anything out
of this film.
There is a really nice scene where
Nicholson tells his grandson about Ty
Cobb, and I also liked the scene where
Streep is in church praying and she says,
"Forgive me, for I have sinned. You call

them sins, I call them decisions." Other
than that, it is all just grim and depressing.
There are some positive aspects to this
film, the biggest being Jack Nicholson.
^W hether he is playing a mental patient, an
astronaut, the Devil, or a wino, he is a
compelling screen presence. He is easily the
most iriteresting thing in this movie.
Meryl Streep, on the other hand, is a real
drag. It's not that her acting is bad, it is just
that her character is not at all likeable.
Nicholson's character has screwed up his
life, but he knows it is his own fault.
Streep spends the whole movie blaming
everybody else for her problems. There are
also a co u p le o f nice supporting
performances by singer Tom Waite, as
Nicholson's friend, and Carroll Baker as the
wife Nicholson abandoned.
As great as Jack Nicholson is, I really
can not recommend this film. With classes,
homework, and tests, who needs to see a
movie this relentlessly unpleasant?
"Ironweed" is rated "R" and is playing
at the Studio 28.

Lucille Tongstall will be speaking on
reception will then be held until 5:00. This
February 24, (Wednesday) in honor of
lecture will be held in the Mainsail Lounge
Black History Month. Her lecture will start
of the Kirkhoff Building.
at 3:00 p.m. and go until 4:00.
A

THE SPACE AT
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Space Available
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts

Call 895-6678 between 1-5pm

HOT, FAST, DELICIOUS
The best pizza in town!
ITZA PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY
( On & off campus)

895-3718

mm

Hours: SU N-THU R S 5pm -11 pm
call 895-3718

Page 7

ITZA PIZZA HONORS ALL COMPETITORS COUPONS
( please explain coupon upon ordering.)
* UNDER 30 MINUTES DELIVERY
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The Better
It was the still of the flight, I had
planned the perfect crime. Silently I crept
out of the bed. Without the slightest breath
I lit upon the cold, wooden floor. I knew
what I wanted and I knew where to get it. I
lifted the mattress and there was the treasure
I sought-the tag that says removal is a
federal crime! W ithout once glancing
behind L grasped for the goal and
unmercifully ripped it from it's binding!
The door burst open and floodlights
filled the room. I froze, holding evidence of
guilt in clasped fingers. A myraid of super
clandestine secret soliders filed into the
room. Horrified, I noticed the dreaded
insignia o f the solders. Yes, I would have
to deal with the mind-disabling Admiral
Zod! As if in answer to my thoughts, a
hunched figure entered the room.
"Thought you could get away with it,
didn't y o u r
I said nothing.
"Well, see if you can get away with
this!" roared the Admiral as he plummeted
. me repeatedly with a steel garnered hand.
In and out o f consciousness I faltered,
recalling memories o f the Admiral in
Saigion where he busted me for illegal
taping o f audio cassettes. I barely escaped
thht one with my life.
When I came to, I found m yself
shackled to an electic grate. Sweat flowed
off my forehead in torrents as I surmised
my position, I was in the feared torture lab.

"Now then," hissed the Admiral,"have
you ever driven over the posted speed
limit?"
I remained silent
__
"M aybethisw flloiryour tounge!"
madman shrieked, pumping 500 volts into
my body.
After my tongue had found it's way
from between my teeth, I spit in his face.
My prompt reward for this indiscretion
came in the form of ceaseless blows to the
head and chest. Blood and sweat meshed
until one was undiscemable from the other.
Finally I relented. "Yes, y e s .. . but I was
already ten minutes late f o r . .. "
"Enough!" raged the Admiral charging
me with an extra 500 volts. "Now tell me,
did you always dispose o f your refuse in
federally approved sanitation containers?"
Again repeated blows caused me tq
give an answer, "Once we burned it, but
that was part of a bonfire!"
"I see," grinned die Admiral, revealing
Name: Tara Lindquist
Year: Sbphomore
dual rows of decayed misshapen teeth," why
Major: Film and Video
don’t you bonfire this!”
It was after this maddening shock that
I decided enough was enough. My last
t
------- ------ -------------- ------------------------------------------- !
'
\
measure of strenth enabled me to break the
Campus Life is now sponsoring a feature called "Photo of the Week.” It is open to
bonds and tie the Admiral to the grate.
anyone on campus. Put your black and white, 8 x 10 photo in the envelope on
. "Here’s a shock for ypu,"J said in my
Professor Bums' door at-218 Lake Superior Hall.
most Schwarzenegger-like voice as I turned
On the back of the photo please include your name, class, and major. The photos
on the juice: I dove to saftey from the
will be judged anonymously. We are unable to return your photos.
window of the ten-story building, free at
last to continue my life of crime.

Jazz and A rt
C om bine in
C e le b ra tio n
of B lack
H is to ry
A w aren ess
Month
One o f the talented artists performing in
honor o f Black History Month.
Photo by Pam Potgeter
By Pam P otgeter
Guest Writer
A jazz festival and art display was
sponsored by the Black Student Union last
Thursday in honor of Black History
Awareness month.
Jazz was provided by Wilton Machen,
of Chicago. Machen is originally from
Youngstown, Ohio, and has shared the
stage with th e likes o f Joe Tex, James
Brown, and Stevie Wonder. Machen
alternated between tenor, alto, and soprano
saxaphone, and his back-up band consisted
of keyboards, bass, and drums. Whether he
used an alto sax, which produced a full, rich
tone, or soprano sax with a light melodjc
sound, Machen captivated the small crowd
in the Mainsail Lounge, using his superior
skill in combination with a tight back-up
band.
Also in the lounge was an art display
from Farley Coomber, a supervisor in the
physical plant department Coomber, orig
inally from Sierra Leone, West Africa,
came to the United States in 1971, and

became a citizen in 1982. He shared his
personal collection of artw ork < Some
pieces were representative of the ceremonial
symbols of office among chiefs of certain
territories. Other pieces were simply for
decorative reasons. These included an
African mask, used in ceremonial harvest
dances, a knife in an ornate case, a pair of
horns, and other pieces of African art.
Up-coming events sponsered by the
Black Student U nion-forB laek HJstofy
Awareness Month include:
Saturday, February 20—Fashion show,
Mainsail Lounge, Kirkhof Center, 5-7 PM.
Monday, February 22-Lerone Bennett,
America's foremost black historian, and
sem ior editor for Ebony m a g a z in e .
Promenade deck, Kirkhof Center, 5-7 PM.
W edsnesday, February 24--Lucille
Tunstall is giving a lecture from 3-4 PM in
the Mainsail Lounge, Kirkhof Center.
Also, the Black Student Union General
Assembly is at 6 PM also in the Kirkhol
Center.
For additional information regarding
any event, call 895-3441 or 895-3646.

T h is sp rin g b reak d on 't leave
cam p u s w ith o u t a h ot lo o k from
B la zin g S cissors!
■couponi

$1.00 off a haircut
B rin g th is cou p on to
B la z in g S c isso r s
Before Feb. 26, 1988

Lower Level
Kirkhof Center
Winter Hours:
Mon- Fri 9-6
Sat 10-2

Call 895-3656 for Apt.

Cherry Street Plasma Center
1973 South Division Ave.
( corner o f Burton & Division )

241-6335

—— H ours for donations:
Mon,Tues,Thurs,Fri
6:30am - 4:00pm
Closed W ednesdays

Help others & receive a $ 5.00 bonus with
your first Plasma Donation, plus this Coupon.
$ 7 for first visit during the week
$ 15.00 for second visit during the week
EARN EXTRA INCOME WEEKLY BY DONATING PLASMA!
Identify y o u rs e lf a s a G .tf .S .C S tu d e n t a n d
w e'll m a k e a n a p p o in tm e n t fo r y o u r first visit.
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Broken Bicycles in the Rain
By Cathy Marlett
^ • Like having paper and gaining a pen
knowing what is safe and what can be
trusted.

Unlike broken bicycles in therein,
the fine gold chain withstands
knowing warmth while the eye sees
the butterfly
knows no pain
as on the glistening leaf it fans.
Rain cannot tarnish The G ift
It encircles life as a ring
and spirits can feel a lift
knowing the joy that peace can bring.
A ragged, tired child finds hope,
the rusted bike finds a needed friend
some oil, some soap
and love will mend.
There are many fenders to unbend.

The fine gold chain has a story to tell
that includes broken bicycles in the rain,
it knows that part of life only too well
growing with The Gift, emerging from the
pain.
Like borken bicycles in the rain
The fine gold chain
has known the lingering pain
that sets the stage for ultimate gain.

We need both
fine gold chains
and broken bicycles in the rain
It's never too late to begin again
to understand why the
no matter how broke, no matter how rusted. butterfly knows no pain.

from a dream , "Leninist W alrus Taxi Driver
Asks 'Where You Goingf?' - Possibly in Light of
His World View."
John Freel 1985

Existing
Why must I fight my own existence,
My own being?
Why do 1 blame myself,
When things go wrong?
Why am I so hard on myself?
When,things are right, I am happy,
But these things are short-lived.

Symphonic Wind Ensemble
and Band to Perform

Why are piy thoughts beyond what most do not want
to cope or deal with?
Why does my mind torture me so?
Life could be much simpler
But I insist on making it complex.
I'm tired. When will 1give myself a break?
I hope it's soon, I’m a fighter. I’ll win.

Why do 1 struggle with things?
1don't and can never hope to understand,
When will I realize that I cannot control my own existence?
•There are too many outside variables.

The ensembles will perform works by
Clifton W illiams, John Zdechlik, Eric
Coates, Alfred Reed, Vincent Persichetti
and Charles Ives. The concert will be
conducted by Professor Dennis Svendsen
and is free and open to the public..

By Allan W arren

On Sunday, February 21, at 3 pm in
the Louis Armstrong Theatre, Calder Fine
Arts Center, the University will present a
concert of the Symphonic Wind Ensemble
and Concert Band.

E leanor Paul W arm s
A C old D ay
By Lyn \^ o lf
Campus Life Writer
Close your eyes. You are lying on a
beach of auditorium seats; the houselights
shine down on you warmly, as the waves of
» music wash over your body.
Now open your eyes. What you see is
3 not some deserted isle, but the ivory hands
of Eleanor Paul gently carressing the true
ivories of the Steinway on the stage of the
Louis Armstrong Theatre.
"It was warm and sensitive," said
Professor Julianne VandenWyngaard, chair
man of Grand Valley's music department. "
. . . a fine display of technical abilities."
Paul, a native of Paris, performed her
first recital at the age of five. Her piano
studies began at the Paris Conservatory. In

We’ve Got the Most
Engaging Ideas In Town!
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her teens, she studied at the Geneva Conser
vatoire under the jnstructioivof"the famed
Dinu Lipatti." After moving to the United
States, Paul graduated from Philadelphia's
Curtis Institute at the age of seventeen.
She has studied under Rudolf Serkin and
Mieczysiaw Horszowski. "Her later studies
were in New York with Rosine Lhevinne.”
Paul is agented by Albert Kay, a man who
"would not have her on his list if she was
not wonderful."
"I have never enjoyed a pianist more
than her," commented Mrs. Kay Mekkes,
frequent attender of the Lunchbreak Series.
"The music just seemed to flow out of the
ends of her fingers."
"She is truly a professional," added Mr.
Casey Mekkes. "Her music had such
sm oothness.. . it was truly amazing."

D IN O 'S PTZZA
1929 Baldwin St. Jenison ( next to Mother Hubbard s)
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CLUSTER

Special
LARGE PIZZA
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: free extra cheese
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Phelps H elp Extend Lady Lakers W in Streak to Nine
about the fifteen minute mark. Down by
ten, at 46-36, Phelps hit a triple from the
top of the key. After a key turnover, the
Sparked by a magnificent performance by Lakers got the ball back and Phelps began
junior guard Toni Phelps, the red hot Lady to take over. She drove in the paint to draw
Lakers crushed the GLIAC leaders Oakland a foul and the shot was good. The shot
(ranked 18th in Division II), by a stunning from the charity stripe gave her the three
74-65 victory. The victory being the ninth point play. A sweet hook shot from Sue
in a row for the Lakers, who are currently Polus a minute later brought the Lakers to
within four, when Oakland called timeout to
tied for first place in the GLIAC.
The Pioneers(20-3,10-2), led by Sarah try and break the Laker streak.
Knuth and Kim Klein-Green, were
The Lakers, however, had other ideas.
completely shut down by a tidal wave of Within the next two minutes Shelli Nemeth
laker blue. The Laker defense held the came off the bench and scored four straight
Pioneers top two to a mere 40 percent from points to tie the game up at 50. Phelps
the floor and had Knuth fouled out early in then went to work and pumped in another
the second half.
triple off the glass to put the Lakers ukp for
In tf\e first half of the game, the Lakers the first time, 53-50. She swished another
were down by as much as ten points. triple a minute later and finished the last few
Oakland's full court press seemed to be minutes making six free throw attempts and
taking it’s toll on the Lakers. The zone finishing off what was left of a once
defense didn't seem to do the job either. The powerful Oakland team.
results on the scoreboard didn't look to
"We knew they were coming off a loss
pleasing either. With reminiscences of the against Lake Superior," stated Baker. ”. .
68-62 loss last month, coach Pat Baker- you could see it in their (Lakers) eyes . . .
Grzyb decided to call a timeout. "The last they were possesed to get into the top spot."
time we played, our zone defense couldn't
That is exactly what happened when the
stop the outside shot and thats why we had Lakers consecutively defeated Ferris on
such a tough defeat." the coach said. "So Saturday by a score of 71-57, and disposed
we decided to turn to man-to-man."
of Hilsdale on Monday, 59-44. Combined
This turned out to be the key move of with another Oakland loss to Saginaw
the game, as the solid defense of Jill Valley, the Lakers now have found
Meerman, who guarded Knuth arid the themselves tied for first with Lake Superior.
offensive attack from Phelps seemed to be
Leading the Lakers over the past week
the missing link. ". . . they had to come was Phelps with her career high 27 points
out and guard Rose Antrim because she was against Oakland, 22 of which was scored in
hot the first half," Baker explained. " . . . the second half, and another 10 against
when they moved out on Antrim, that left Hillsdale. Antrim averaged 16 points over
Toni
wide open. .. "
the week. Polus averaged 10 rebounds over
The shot is up. . and ii s good. . with the foul! 7 he Lady Lakers dominated the fearsome
The first half ended with the Lakers the two games and topped the school record
Oakland Poineers last Thursday here at the Fieldhouse and blew past them in the standings
behind 33-28. Already, Antrim had scored of blocked shots previously held by herself.
over the weekend to pul them in a first place tie with Lake Superior. The Lake Superior 16 of her 22 total points. The story of the
This Thursday is the big game, when
Grand Valley showdown will be tonight at Sault Ste. Marie for the GLIAC crown.
game so far was Knuth and Leah Fenwick the Lakers travel to Lake Superior. The
both had three fouls to start the second half.
outcome should decide the GLIAC
The Lakers didn't make their move until championship.
PhotolDennv Kraai
By Tracie Schutte
Shari Bartz won in 2:01.41. In the 100
Sports Writer
yard freestyle, Kramer swam to a victor
while Dave Martini and Cyndi Wihelm eacl
For captain Lori Westra, captain Kris touched in second for their respective teams
Campbell, captain Rich Kramer, Tracie Kramer went on to win to lead a 1-2-:
Schutte, Dave Scholz, assistant coach Marc sweep of the 100 freestyle.
He wa<
Wohlfeil and manager Karen Campbell, followed by Bailey and Dave Sholz. Bam
Wednesday's meet was both a sad and joyous won that event for the women. Laura Block
occasion.
led the women in the 50 freestyle, while
THIS WEEK:
Davis and Westra finished second and third.
Women at University
Dana Silcox and Sholz finished 1-2 for the
of Indianapolis Invitational
men in that event. Heitzman won the men's
-Feb. 18-20
200 freestyle and Joe Skryski was first in
Sad in the sense that it marked an end of the 500 freestyle. For the women, Burtch
an era. For these seven seniors, it was their won the 200 freestyle and Karla Block
last home dual swim meet at Grand Valley. finished first in the 500 freestyle.
The joyous aspect was two-fold for all the
Skrycki led the 200 IM for the men. In
Lakers. First, prior to the meet, the parents the 100 butterfly, Briggs swam to a victory.
were recognized by the swimmers and divers Silcox and Ricks both won the 100
with carnations. Then the Lakers went on backstroke. In the 100 breaststroke, Burtch
to be victorious over the Bulldogs from swam to a new varsity record with her
Adrian College. The men won 98-45 and 1:11.54 swim. For the men, Heitzman won
the women's score was 87-77.
the event in 1:05.08. Kris Campbell won
The Lakers continued their winning ways both the one meter and the three meter
as they travelled to Albion on Friday night diving events and Matt Inman placed first on
to sneak by with close victories for both the high board and second on the low board.
teams. The men returned with a 105-100 Both Laker teams closed the meet with 1-2
win for Grand Valley and the women won finishes in the 200 Free Relay.
106-104. These wins gave the Lady Lakers
Friday night against Albion came down
a final dual meet record of 10-4 for the 1987- to the last event, the 200 Free Relay. The
88 season, while the men finished with a 4See TANKERS, p. 11
9 record.
Wednesday, both the men and women
began the meet with a victory in the 200 Freshman diver Malt Inman led the
Medley Relay.
Kevin Laslocy, Dan Laker attack this past week as he
Heit/man. Joe I opez and Jeff Bailey dove to first on the high hoard with
fini'died the eveni in 1:51.07 while Kris 2()S 1)0 points and a second place on
'eks, i ,rida Burtch. Belinda Davis and the low hoard with 174.15 points.
By Eric C. Nietling
Sports Editor

I

Tanker Seniors Win Final Home Meet

N.
\
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Singleton, Curley Tops in GLIAC Meet
By Eric C. Nietling
Sports Editor

What looked to be a Laker finish like
that of last year, when the grapplers took
the GLIAC conference match to tie for first,
turned out to be quite the contrary. The
meet was taken decisively by Ferris, who
won the GLIAC title.
Although the rest of the team's ended in a
three way tie for second, the Lakers had

GLIAC all year. It was going to be a good
several strong showings.
Four Lakers made it to the final round: match. Singleton and VanMourik went at it
Roger Singleton at 118 lbs., Mike Curley with such force that only one point was on
at 150 lbs., Jim Price at 167 lbs., and Jim the board at the end of the match. Singleton
had prevailed on a well earned point way
Koerber at 190 lbs.
•_
Other Laker finishes had Scott back in the first period.
Curley faced an unexpected rival in his
Marvin(126), Rob Willsea(134), Remi
Esordi(142), Mike Young(158) and Mike final match. Freshman Eric Cluck from
Gohn(HWT) place in fourth and Blake Lake Superior gave him a run for his
money, but Curley didn't give in . -The
Groenhout (177) in third place.
In the finals, Singleton was faced with an result was a 5-2 win in favor of the Laker
equal force in Dan VanMourik (FSU). fromGV.
Price had a little tougher time than the
VanMourik was Singleton's only loss in the

other Laker finalists. Brad Morris from
Ferris outwrestled him 8-4.
Koerber's match was the match of the
day. Doug Chapman, a senior from Ferris
used a little experience to get him by. With
the score tied at six with only nine seconds
to go, Chapman managed a takedown to win
by two, 8-6.
Next week the Lakers travel to Indiana to
participate in the Division II Regionals.
Hopefully, if all goes well there, the Lakers
wiU have some representatives go to the
finals the following week.

Freshman Regina Brewer Sets
Records in Triple, Long Jump
At GVSU Indoor Invitational
By M ark Phillips
Sports Writer
GVSU's Track and Field Invitational saw
yet another fine showing from both the
men's and women's teams this past Friday
m 1» L a
night
THIS WEEK:
-M en and W om enGLIAC Indoor Championships
At GV Fie Id house
On February-20, 1988
11:00 aan.
The men showed improvement placing
in six of the sixteen events. They were led
by Phil VanDyke's second place finish in
the 1500M. "(The) Men's team is young
and upcoming," stated coach Clinger
proudly, "with promising recruits in the
wings."
The men’s team is -mostly
freshmen and sophomores, with a sprinkling
of juniors and seniors. As a result, the team
is getting its feet wet this season, and
performing admirably at that
Now the women's team, which is also
mostly freshmen and sophomores, is
keeping up its fast pace despite its

humbling at State's Invitational.
The
women were obviously more confident in
our Field House, because they operated at
near-peak proficiency, breaking six school
records.
in this
.^w.uo, The leader ...
» record
. . breaking
» —©
effort was Regina Brewer, who, despite third
mI h aa n
ap
«a K a i K t k a 1A n a o n / 1 f f i n l f l
place finishes
in both the long and triple
jumps, set new school records with 16'
5.5" in the long jump and 34’ 7" in the
triple jump. Her performance was added to
by Karey Anderson, who took second in the
high jump, and broke a record with a 5' 1”
leap. Mary Fran Peterlin took first in the
600M dash, setting the fourth record at
1:42.10, and Sandra Terrell set the fifth by
breaking the 3000M record with a 10:42.0
finish. The sixth fell conviently at the
close of the meet with the women's mile
relay team barely breaking its own two
week old record by a slim 45 hundredths of a
second. "We learned something at State. (I
am) pleased with their performance," coach
Martin stated modestly, "I was hoping in
my heart that they would break some
records."
GVSU's track and field teams are hosting
the GLIAC indoor conference meet this
Saturday in the Field House Arena.
Preliminaries will start at 11:00 a.m.

GLIAC CHAMPIONSHIP
W RESTLING M EET
AT GVSU

126-

4.

Centanm(LS); 11*10.
::

•' '

Most Valuable
Wrestler

134-* BerceauflJM) d.
Bruner(LS); 4*3(OT)

Randy Seiler

142- PavegHoCES) d.

Lake Superior

„,

(HWT)
Coach of the
Year
Tom Boreilli
Lake Superior
Rookie of the
Year

,77~

190- Cba
HWT- Seiler
Kru

David Beck
( 126 )
Northern
Michigan

Laker wrestler, Mike G ohn^ghts for a third place finish in the heavyweight division.
Unforuntely he ended up on the losing end in overtime.
Photo/Denny Kraai
MEN S GLIAC
TANKERS
BASKETBALL STANDINGS
FronuL ifl---------------------------- ------- — —
Laker women trailed by one point and the
men were down by six. To win the meet
GLIAC ALL
each team had/to take first in the event and
the men also had to get at least a third place.
FERRIS STATE
II 1 20 3
The GV swimmers pulled through, taking
WAYNE STATE
9 2
15 I
first in the women's and 1-2 in the men s.
OAKLAND U.
8 5 15 8
Laker finishes include Burtch's 100
LAKE SUPERIOR 6 7
13 II
breaststroke swim of 1:10.20 for a first and
MICHIGAN TECH 6 7
12 1
a new vanity record. Ricks and Sergeant
GRAND VALLEY
went 1-2 in the women s 100 backstroke
HILLSDALE
4 8
10 1
while Silcox and Martini took first and third
N. MICHIGAN
4 8
8 II
in the men's backstroke. Briggs won the
SAGINAW VALLEY 3 9' 7 17
100 butterfly and also the 200 1M. In the
200
medley relay, Ricks, Burtch, Briggs and
(m m V G iV MOND
L. Block finished for a first.
In the men's freestyle events, Silcox and
WOMEN’S GLIAC
Sholz took 1-2 in the 50 while Kramer and
BASKETBALL STANDINGS
Sholz swam the 100 for a first and second.
Framer also led a 1-2-3 sweep of the 200.
GLIAC ALL
For the women, L. Block finished first in
the 50.
SC H O O L
Campbell won both events on the one
n 2 20 3
LAKE SUPERIOR 11
meter and three meter Inman was second in
l11
i 2 2 17
GRAND VALLEY
J 7
each event.
t
OAKLAND U.
10 3 3 :20 4
The Lakers conclude Lhier season with
SAGINAW VALLEY
Y 9 3 19 5
the women travelling to Indianapolis to
11 11
4 8
FERRIS STATE
compete in the L of 1 Championship this
8 14
WAYNE STATE
3 8
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, they will
9 12
HILLSDALE
3 9
return for the mens GLIAC meet and
7 15
3 9
N. MICHIGAN
womens invitational at GVSU on Thursday
8 15
11
MICHIGAN TECH . 2 11
through Saturday, February 25-27. Come
to the Field House pool to see some of the
. (THROUGH MONDAY)
best Division II swimming in the state.

I
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Hillsdale; 94-74
It would be great if Intercollegiate
basketball was like intramurals and you could
pick the night you play your games. Grand
Valley State came into Monday nights' game
against Hillsdale with a 5-0 record on
Mondays.
Well you can imagine what happened. The
Lakers rolled past the Chargers 94-74 as Ed
Finch poured a game high 20 points.
The victory upped the Lakers record to 1510 overall and 5-8 in their conference, while
the Chargers record fell to 10-14 overall and 49 in the GLIAC.
This was the first time the Lakers had
defeated the Chargers at the Field House in
three years and Chargers have lost three
straight at Hillsdale to the Lakers.
Grand Valley came out with no' intention
of letting Hillsdale bring them down to the
wire. Grand Valley led 17-3 then stretched its
to 36-8 before the game was 10 minutes
old.
Finch was literally unstoppable as • he
connected on five three-pointers in the first
seven minutes. While Finch was bombing
from the outside, Mike Davis slashed his way
to 14 points and 11 assists.

Terry Smith gives his impression o f
Kareem here in the game against
Oakland last Thursday. Although the
Lakers led early in the game, the
Poineers came back and eventually
won the game.
Photo/Denny Kraai

"They played us man to man at Hillsdale
and they decided to gamble with a zone and
left some openings," said Laker Coach
Tom Villemure.
Shawn OMara had a solid first half as
he scored 10 poihtsfmostly off the break,
as the Lakers held a 50-29 halftime
advantage. OMara finished with 15 points.
Hillsdale only shot 30 percent from the
field in the first half and 31 percent for the
game. High scoring Mark Allaire, who
missed his first 14 shots in a row, was
held to nine points, with most of them
coming when die game was out of reach.
Terry Smith came out of a slump with
10 points and 14 rebounds.
Saturday the Lakers ran into a buzz-saw.
The Ferris State Bulldogs chewed the
Lakers 95-85.
Grand Valley gave the Bulldogs a good
game, but the Bulldog's superior talent
held out.
It was a game of spurts and it just
happened Ferris was the team spurting.
The score was tied at 15-15, but the
Bulldogs scored 10 unanswered points to
take a 25-15 lead. Grand Valley closed the
gap to 42-35 at the half.
Early in the second half Grand Valley
cut the lead to 57-54, but Ferris bounced
back and scored 14 points in a row to give
the Bulldogs a 71-54 lead, and it was over
from there.
Grand Valley had a balanced scoring
attack with five players in double figures.
Davis scored 19, Finch 14, Andy Kolp 14,
Kent Wiersma 14 and Terry Smith 10.

F E L L O W S H IP
IBLE CHAPEL

i
10 a.m. Adult Bible Study,
Sunday School for Children.
11 a.m. Music and Messege

------ MONDAY

Meeting in Zinser School on the
comer of Kinney & Leonard in
Standale. For a ride, CALL

—

Sports Night

89 5 -5 1 1 5

All N ig h t H a p p y H ou r!

DID Y O U K N O W ?
---------- TUESDAY

The N ational W o m an ’s
C h ristian T em p eran ce
Union re p o rts th at...

--------

Late Night Happy Hour!

IN D IV ID U A L
EXCELLENCE

PROG RAM

THURSDAY

D R A FTS

250
THURS-FRJ-SAT
FEATURED BAND

’P assion

The Individual Excellence Program is designed to provide
GVSU leaders the opportunity to develop and expand
their leadership skills.
Skilly that will prove to be a
valuable asset to your present
and future.

Today, there is an awareness that
children in alcoholic homes tend to take
on the emotional symptoms of the
disease. They tend to feel isolated and
uneasy with other people, mistrust and
repress their feelings and have trouble
being intimate.
Keeping a secret about a parent
taught them to pretend and deceive.
- Sponsored by Vernon's Hardware

What is

your Leadership Style?

t
D e le g a tio n
C o n flict M anagement
E ffectiv e M eetings
___ D a v i o n a

B

*99

each

S tea m b o a t

*8 7

G a lvesto n I s la n d

115 M O N R O E M A LL

in Paddington & Worthmore^
Deli R estaurant
t

iW W W W V f^ A A A A A A A A A A A V

F

These sessions are held on Wednesdays, 12pm-1pm &
4pm-5pm. ,. All GVSU students are welcomed to attend,
however, space is limited.
Additional information
regarding this program and registration information is
available in the Student Activities Office.______________

0 »

ort

W

la n o o

il t o n

H

I

12a
*1 2C
*1 ^

o u ld

e a c h ___ * 1

ca p

*

each

D> . nt v W

______M ' a m ' B
H

B

alton

sland

3J
*1 3 1

Toni Phelps: Magician With the Fast Break
By Rod W d b
Sports Writer
It's a three on two fastbreak. , . Toni
Phelps looks one direction and passes
behind her back the other direction. The
result is another two points on the Grand
Valley State scoreboard.
"I love those three on two fastbreaks.. .
my eyes light up and I just get super
excited," said Phelps. "I play it by ear, but I
have a good idea of what kind of pass I warn
to throw."
Phelps forte is passing the basketball and
no one has done it any flashier than Phelps
in a long time.
Scoring receives the
headlines, but Phelps knows the importance
of teamwork.
"I love to pass. It's something you have
to work on," said Phelps.
Passing may help Phelps add her name to
the Grand Valley State record books. She
already holds the single shooting record as
she connected on eight for eight against
Hillsdale. She is ISO assists from breaking
the career assists mark held by Tracy Byrd
(377).
The Lakers Coach Pat Baker-Gryzb

enjoys watching Phelps perform. Gryzb
says, "Toni is one o f the best passers I've
ever coached."
Last Thurday night, Phelps took the role
of scorer as she poured in 27 points and
connected on 12 out o f 12 free throws. It
was the 5-7 junior's career high and she
served notice to other G reat-Lakes
Conference teams that she can score when
needed.
Being primarily a scorer in high school
Phelps has had to adjust to playing at the
college level. "There was a big adjustment I
knew what to expect, but I didn't know the
transition was going to be so difficult
especially on defense," said Phelps.
"I never was a strong defensive player,
I've started to gain confidence in that area
this year."
Phelps defense has helped the Lakers this
season. GVSU leads the league in defense
(62.4) and field goal shooting percentage
(34.2).
The highlight of Phelps career is the
Lakers victory over highly ranked Saginaw
Valley State University at Saginaw earlier
this season. "That was the first time that I
felt that our team was in charge

and not intimidated by Saginaw," said
Jrneips.
The biggest assists Phelps receives is
from her family. Toni's parents have been to
all of her games this season, including a trip
to Marquette, Michigan. Her parents have
always encouraged her to play basketball.
Phelps' closeness to her family was one
of the major reasons she decided to become
the first Grand Valley player to sign a fall
letter of intern.
"The size, area and the closeness of the
college played a big part in me coming to
GVSU," said Phelps. "My parents and my
high school coach liked it, and I wanted to
be close to the family.”
Most players have rituals before games
such as eating special foods or listening to
their walk-man radio. Phelps finds relief
from above. "Me and my family have prayer
together before games. The Lord gives me
confidence, if I keep my connection with
him, that keeps me going."
The Phelps family is tight knit group.
"We have family Bible lessons often," said
Phelps. Phelps teaches her teammates
valuable lessons with her passing. It's better
to give than to receive.
PhotolDermy Kraai

Hockey Team Absent In Loss Against Steffes
skaters lost to a mediocre Steffes club by a
score of4-2.
"I have noidea why the other guys didn't
What seemed to be an important seven- show up," stated Santarlas. "I had to go to
game unbeaten streak on the line last a national conference for my fraternity."
The game marked the first time that the
Thursday, the Skaters took very lightly.
With five players missing from the line-up, team had a coach. The new coach, Roger
including club president Tom Santarlas, the Christianson, used to be the coach for
By Eric C. Nietling
Sports Editor

the
intersection

Grandville High School for six years.
According to Santarlas, he was picked from
a field o f T8 possible candidates.
Steffes controlled the game through the
first two periods and were up 3-1 in the third
when with less than a minute to go in the
game, GV scored to make it a thrilling 3-2
game. However, the Lakers couldn't scratch

'A K &

DAYTO NA BEACH PARTY
Sponsored by: Inter-campus Programs and "SHOUT"

co lleg e stu d en ts
w e lc o m e

P R E S E N T T H E S P R IN G B R E A K
P A R T Y O F T H E Y EA R !
AT "SH O U T"

m ust be 19 to enter,
21 to p articip ate

Thursday, Feb. 18
FREE DAYTONA BEACH TRIP TO BE GIVEN AW AY
Other prizes include:

m onday- friday:

h ap p y hour

another goal and went down in defeat
On a brighter note, a new club league
seems to be in the works. Along with
Grand ~ Valley, colleges like Calvin,
Aquinas, Eastern Michigan, Northwood,
Albion, Lawrence Tech, Toledo, Ferris and
GMI are all interested in the idea. Stay
tuned for further developments.

:----- 3 pm -7pm

.*6 C asey's T-shirts with meal tickets

$ 1 / sh o t & pop
$ 1 / b o ttle b eer

* 1 Year membership to A lpine Health and Fitness

(d o m estic)

s s s k

:

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO W ORK.
Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent start fo a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer. We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you. Call
S S G * BILL EDDY
5 1 7 - 7 7 2 - 4 8 6 4 COLLECT

* 2 guaranteed tan packages from Tan Faster

Li171b o s

* Radios, Posters and more!
Wednesday & thu rsd ay:

s p e c ia ls
9 p m -1 0 :3 0 p m

{0°

2 5 0 / d ra fts 5 0 0 / sh o t & p op

r en terta in m en t

-

thursday and friday

"notions"

A'o®5

Hu,a Ho°P

_

6 .7 P M

LAV) f ' orn
, Al,s° n

Heart

s h o w (9 7
'or/,
ft.

Drink Specials: 5-7 pm , ( .7 5 0 )

9sA*0/
° iv

^

M a tild a B a y C o o le rs & Little King B e e rs
D rin k s p e c ia ls A L L N tG H T I
T*ST MCMWUnON (P K M JS O M C t MM

Saturday

Call Days. Evas 4 Weekends

the foundation
for local original music

F R E E : S h u ttle b u s fro m K irkhof C e n te r to " S H O U T 1 a n d b ack,
will b e run n in g all night! First bus le a v e s at 5 P M , C o u rte s y
of

the.
intersection
w ealthy a t lake

d r., eastow n

4 5 9 -0 9 3 1

C and N CHARTERS

For more inform ation call 453 -1224 or MSHOUT " 776-1173

2 6 2 7 E a s t Beltline
S.E. Grand RapidsM i—
4 9 5 0 6 , 9 5 7 -9 7 0 1
%

FttrmMCunure M More TIwh t»

US C*t> 4 Abroad

O im W .Y .tTA ffC A U T O U N H W H n -im
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Netters Cream MSU in Four
By Debbie Stetkr
Sports W riter

Grand Valley's Men's Volleyball Club
avenged their loss to MSU Friday night at
Aquinas' Field House, th e Lakers defeated
the Spartans three games to one.
After losing to MSU last weekend, the
Lakers came back Friday and won game one
15-11. They dropped game two to the
Spartans on a questionable call by the
officials. MSU led the game 13-10, when
they called for a line-up check for Grand
Valley. Although no one was found to be
out of order, the referee gave the two
deciding points to MSU, giving them the
game 15-10.
The Lakers fought back taking the third
game 15-9, and trouncing the Spartans 15-0
in the fourth.
"Stan Strait had another solid day allaround for the Lakers. Alex Vazsonyi came
on strong in the third and fourth games
especially, along with Neil Cox. Brian
Drake had an excellent day, hitting at
100%," commented Grand Valley coach

Tom Ruede.
"We played aggressively
tonight. We’ll have to play even more
aggressive," he added, "if we want to beat
Notre Dame."
The win gave the Lakers a 4-3 record in
their division, taking third place behind
Calvin arid Notre Dame. Their record rose
to 4-5 overall.
The Lakers, unfortunately, couldn't play
aggressively enough to take Notre Dame.
The Fighting Irish dominated the Lakers,
three straight games, 15-4,15-5, and 15-11.
Notre Dame intimidated the Lakers with
their height and the powerful hitting of
Keola Chun and Jim Sullivan.
Coach Ruede blamed the loss on the fact
that the "facilities were horrible. If the ball
hit the ceiling, pieces fell on the players.
We also got there a little late and had to
warm up very quickly.
We could've
competed if we had had time to warm up
better. Vazsonyi and Cox played well and
Strait was playing aggressively, but morale
was low, so we just couldn't pull it off."
The Laker netters travel to Toledo
Wednesday evening to take on the Toledo
Rockets.

GVSU Sponsors Kayak Clinic
ALLENDALE, MI Have you ever
wondered what the difference between
canoeing and kayaking was, or wondered if
you would have to paddle over a 91 foot
high waterfall to enjoy kayaking? If you
have or have had any interest in learning ^

more about kayaking then come to the
GVSU Fieldhouse Pool at 10:00 a.m. on
Saturday, Februaiy 20.
GVSU and Great River Outfitters are
sponsoring a kayak clinic to help get you
started in the sport

Tropi-Tan Inc.
Complete Indoor Tanning Salon

30 VISITS
» * * %
.* « « • * * *

’" *

'

$

4

0

11 \

Intramural
to Heat U p !

1. U.N.L.V. (4-0)
2. Unknowns (5-0)
3. R elief Pitchers (3-0)
4. Druids (3-2)
5. No G PA Crew (2-1)
6. D.K's (4-1)
7. First Edition (3-0)
8. Intangibles (4-1)
9. B'low Us (3-0)
10. Totally Ripped (4-1)

Pistons
use
Scare
Ignite Salley and Dumars

Rumors floated all over the place last
weekend. Some reports said John Salley and
Joe Dumars would be traded for Phoenix
players Lany Nance and Jay Humphries.
Well the Pistons should talk about trades
more often. Salley has averaged 14 points,
seven rebounds and shot over 65 percent in
his last three games.
Dumars is shooting 53 percent from the
field and averaging 14 points. I personally
still feel trading Salley would be a good idea
if we can get Nance, but I wouldn't want to
give up Dumars.
The three guard rotation of Isiah Thomas,
Vinnie Johnson and Dumars have reached
their full potential. Maybe its time for one
of them to go. A pure outside shooter would
fit right into the Pistons attack.

9 5

GOLD RING SALE

E ach S alon Utilizes O nly
The O rig in a l H ex &. W olff
System Sunbeds.
Free No O bligation Trial Visit.

Grandville
Daanes Plaza
531-0281

14K
$20 O F F 10K

5 4 0 O FF

Amway
Grand Plaza
776-6477

FAMILY PANTRY DELI
O p e n 7 a .m . to

2 a .m . Seven D a y s a W e e k !

411 Wilson N.W., Standale, M i-Com er of Lk. Michigan Dr. & Wilson

----------------------- 7 9 1 - 0 7 4 0

-----------------------

Specials:

BUSCH
12 pack

$3.99

tt

12ozcans

+tax&dep.

COKE
2 liter
9 9 0 +dep.

Jostens Gold Sale. For one week only. Order and save on the gold ring of your choice.

JOSTENS
A

D a te

M

E

R

I

C

Mon. Feb. 2 2 Tues. Feb. 23 l i m e -

A

S

C O

L

1 0 a m -3 p m

L

E

G

E

R I N G ™

Deposit Required:
Payment Rans A v a l* *

ttl

LARGS SELECTION OF PACKAGED LIQUOR

am!

to

KENTWOOD, M I- The Gold Team assist and Finn Nielson, Howard Eisenhart,
continued their winning ways last week by and Mark Wiltz scored one assist apiece.
downing Vitales of Grand Rapids by a score Getting the wjn in goal with a league
of 5-2. Tom Modd led the winners with one leading goals against average was Tim
goal and two assists. Tim Newlin had two Scarpino. The Gold Team's record is now
assists, Louis Scarpino had a goal and an 13-4-1. Game time this Thursday is 8:00,

Expires 2/29/88

Kentwood

\ \ i 11'

Gold Team Downs Vitale's; 5-2

Call for package details
No maintenance fee required

32nd & Breton
241-3821

( I k t i 11

Top Ten.

Action Begins

The "Road to Allendale" is beginning.
Buckle your seats and hold on tight, because
it is going to be a run for the checkered flag.
Early in the season most teams are just
having fun and exercising their bodies.
Intramural basketball also helps give you
freedom from your studies.
Teams are dropping the nonchalant
attitude at this point in the season. It’s time
to take care o f business and win some
intramural championship t-shirts. _1__ _
The feature team this week is First
Edition. First Edition broke into the top
ten this week as they increased its record to
3-0.
, Tully Gullick and Craig Geers are the
tower of power for First Edition. Both are 64 and can dominate the opponent whether it
is scoring or snatching up rebounds.
First Edition has excellent outside
shooting. Chris Capron, Pat Reid and John
Moretti are all capable of filling it up from
three-point range.
Mike Kasustka and John Doria solidify
the bench. Kasustka and Doria provide
quality minutes and don't hurt their
respective teams.
Next week will feature the No G.PA .
Crew. They are led by freshmen Dwayne
Moore and Robert Bell. This is "Cheech’s"

o n |V

S '*

lvorii.it K

P iace

Kirkhof Center

M eet w ith your Jostens representative for fu ll details See our com plete ring selection on display in your coHege bookstore
«r

im k >-
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ALLENDALE- The following high school athletes have either commited or signed a
letter of intent to play football at Grand Valley State University next season.

NAME

‘

EOS*

HGT.

Alphonso Bowlson
RB :
5-11
Christopher Buchanan
6-0
DB
Bryan Cook
LB
6-2
Jeff Croff
OT'
6-3
Jeff Crosby
WR . 6-3
Rene DeSander
64
OT
- Tim Doctor
DE
6-5
Dan Drury
. QB
6-2
ToddGesund
WR
5-11
David Gray
DB
6-0
David Hedrick
RB
6-1
----rwa---jonn jacKson
UO --- dM----O-J
RayJurecki
RB
5-10
Rick Lewis
OT
6-5
ToddLuczak
OT
64
Eric Lynch
FB
6-0 •
William Pienas
6-3
QB
Michael Remo
RB/DB
5-10
Dennis Rudnick
JQ L_ 6-2
James Butler
DB
5-10
Lance Patnoude
LB
6-3

WGT.

HQMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL

165
170
215
255
180
235
200
195
170
165
183
- 103
W ----

Grand Rapids/Union
Allen Park
Hillsdale/North Adams
Sterling Heights/Stevenson
Martin
St. Charles
Evart
Charlevoix
North Farmington
M l Clemens/Chippewa Valley
Auburn Hills/Avondale
Crosse lie. -- ——--------——
Grand Rapids/Catholic Central"
Grand Rapids/Northview
Bay City/All Saints
Woodhaven
Chicago, Ill/St. Leo
South Haven
Downers Grove/South
Oak Park, 111
MiddleView/Thome Apple Kellogg

185
220
230
190
175
170
255
170.
190

. 111(1

lull

,1

flu

111( 1It

It i plt

;um|

W

Ixiiimlcd
'-tit | ) . i " i i r j
i i ) .11 k

h\

lit*
|u i*

i* *

iin I k s.

Grand Valley to Host MHSAA Class Boys Basketball Regional and Quarterfinal
Regionals on March 15,16 and 18
Games Start at 7:30 p.m.

Tickets For Either Games W ill Be $3.00

Quarterfinal Game w ill be on March 23

Tickets Information W ill Be Available March 1 by Contacting Dan Kaipanty at (616) 895-3265

Grand V alley
Apartments
Wants to inform existing
tenants that they may
sign-up for Apartments,
now
thru March 10th
New tenants may sign-up
after March 10th!
Live in the nicest apartments around—
Grand Valley Apartments!

Y o u r e d u c t io n w ill n ot end w ith g ra d u a tio n . As a g ra d 
uate nurse at R o ch e s ter M ethod ist H o sp ital, you w ill
receive a c o m p re h en s ive tw elv e-w e ek lo n g o rie n ta tio n
w h ere y o u w ill fu rth e r develop y o u r p ro fessio n al skills.
B eyond o rie n ta tio n , you w ill have the c h a lle n g e s and the
gro w th o p p o rtu n itie s th at a w o rld -c la s s m ed ical c e n te r
can pro vide.
S p rin g g ra d u a te s a p p ly now fo r p o s itio n s a v a ila b le
in 1988. S ta rtin g s alary $24,627. A ttra c tiv e b e n efit
package.
R ochester M e th o d is t H ospital is an 8 0 0 -b e d M a yo
Fou n d atio n H o sp ital. C h o o s e'c h a lle n g e. C h o o s e
grow th. C h o o s e R o ch e s ter M ethod ist H o sp ital.
R o ch e s ter M e th o d is t H ospital, P ersonnel Services,
N ursing R e c ru itm e n t S ection , 201 W est C e n te r S treet,
R ochester, M N 55902, (5 07 ) 286-70S1 (C o lle c t).

Rochester Methodist Hospital
A M AVO FO U N D ATIO N HO SPITAL

A n E qual O pportunity Em ployer

PAUL’S POUR HOUSE
*

P .S .

If you are looking for a place
students are looking for
roommates!

G RAND V ALLEY APARTM ENTS
Allendale, Michigan z b e M

b

b

b

(616) 895-6351

r

Formerly Johnny's Party Store

Through March

O nTues., Thurs., Sun.

Sun Country Coolers

All quarts

only $3.29

just $ 1.10

(700 savings)
4pack + tax

(except Michelob)
+tax & dep.

Think spring with Paul's Pour House !
__________Over 200 Liquors - Open 7 Days
| Bring in an ad from Archie's or Family Pantry & we’ll match it f j

10 % off to students w/ valid GVS I.D
LIQUOR'KEG BEER*WINE*GROCERIES*LOTTODAILY LO TTO
2840 Lake Michigan Drive (Shawmut Hills)

5 1 M J N S! l I f 1 M ' ' » • '

—
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Thanks to all the lovely ladies of Kistler for
donating their panties in our time of need.
Thank you!
;
The new initiates of Pi Kappa Phi
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED-Christian gal
to live with Grand Rapids resident. Single,
non smoker. 455-4352
Looking for a fraternity, sorority or
student organization that wotild like to
make $ 500.00 -$ 1,500.00 for a
one-week- on-campus , marketing
program. Must be organized and
hardworking. Call us at 956-2906.

EMPLOYMENT: The Galley needs someone
to work from lOam-lpmon Mondays. So if
you're looking for a job that is fun, come fill
out an application or call 895-3651. Other
hours are also available.

Congratulations PRSSA for winning the East
Central District conference bid. Everyone it
doing a great job.

iSSEEBEBBESBESSSG^
10% Discount with coupon

FREE
Spring
• C ontinental B reakfast
Break
•Q u est P arty
Paradise •S a te llite T.V.

NURSING STUDENTS - There il a free
information seminar about the 1988 July
NCLEX exam. Learn what to expect and .
how you can do your best. 2
presentations: FEB 18 1988, noon at the •
Stanely. Kaplan C nt 26270 East Belt
Line. Also, 3:00PM at G.R. Junior
college, room 336-N* Hall Call 957-9701
to reserve your seat! Don't miss a chance
to receive the score you deserve!!

HELP WANTED: The Grand Rapids
Center will be needing STUDENT help
for the new building DOWNTOWN.
REGULAR OR WORK-STUDY.
CLERICAL OR GENERAL LABOR.
Mr. Richard Mehler, the Grand Rapids
Center Building Manager, will be on
campus February 10 to hold informal
meetings to discuss work opportunities
for students. The meetings will be held
in the Kirkhof Center at 10:30 a.m.,
1:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.

•3 5 Yards to B each

U bE LH

jlFMMM
3035S fr& S t o P a LmJmJJe P L 033300

Rooms •Studios •Suites
FL (305) 462-4570
FL Wats 1-800-262-4768
Toll Free USA 1-800-231-6686

HELP WANTED: w riters
for the Lanthom . Must be energetic,
and able to meet all deadlines. Prior
experience preferred, but not necessary.
For more info, stop by the Lanthom
office in the bottom o f the Kirkhof
Center, lower level, or call 895-3120

The Student Employment Office, Seidman
House has sign-up sheets for each
meeting. Please call or stop by to sign
up for the time most convenient for you.
895-3238.

HUNGRY? did you know ITZA pizza is
located on campus and has free delivery
within 30 m inutes. Honoring all
competitors coupons. PHONE 895-3718

Anden
Don’t let all the biggua in the world get you
down. I still love you.
Leslyn

PERSONALS
A warm welcome to the newly initiated
brothers of Pi Kappa Phi and congratulations
to our soon-to-be pledge brother, President
Arend D. Lubbers.
The brothers of Pi Kappa Phi

on th e beach

FT. LAUDERDALE'S PREMIERE
CONCERT A N D DANCE CLUB
18 YEARS AND OLDER ADMITTED

-------C E LE B R A TE --------

B M tIN B B B C A K * M
in Ft. Lauderdale

10 A.M. - 6

.M
P
-

PARTIES

Live D.J. Emceeing Poolside Contest • W ater Volleyball Tournament
Free Deer Chug Relays • Free T-Shirt Relays • The Delly Flop Contest
and clim ax the day with . . '.
The Wettest, W et T-Shirt Contest featured in Playboy M agazine
Cash Prizes • Free T-Shirts • and other giveaways
Summers Gomes And Wet Water Ts Videos Now On Sole!! —

7

P.M. - 0 P.M. - COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR

GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIV, PARTY * WEDNESDAY, D A P . 2
FREE SPUING BREAK '36 T-SHIRT WITH PAID ADMISSION FOR
ABOVE COLLEGE STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 O 'CLO CK AND 3 O 'CLO CK
WITH PROPER COLLEGE I.D.

ALL DAR DRINKS AND DRAFT DEER - S.75
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZESI

EVENINGS
S U M M E R S _on t h e b e o c h ^ p re s e n f s

"FURY"

Ft. Lauderdale’s finest Rock’n Roll bond nightly
PLUS 6 Dors to Serve You

I N I N I BREAK * U
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIV. I'ARTY * FED., MARCH 2nd
ONE FREE DAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK - GOOD FROM 7 P.M. - 6 P.M. NIGHTLY
(LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER)
Summers on the Deach *219 S Atlantic Olvd ‘ Ft Louderdale Florjdo *(305) 462-8978
(Locoted Vi block north of Los Olos Olvd on A1A)
ADMISSION POLICY, 18 Yeors Or Older

. . CLIP AND SAVE.............................................................................................CLIP AND SAVE. . . .

ACCELERATE YOUR EDUCATION
Attend Wayne State
University as a “guest
student” this summer
and transfer your
credits to
■the institu
tlon you at
tend In the
fall and
winter. To
ensure that
courses
taken at
WSU fulfill
degree re
quirements
at the institu
tlon at
which you
are enrolled, obtain a
Uniform Michigan
Guest Student applica
tion form from your col
lege registrar and
complete It before
coming to Wayne State.

t e Spring/Summer
semester a t Wayne
State offers eight and ■
thirteen week semesters
and you
cfen’t need
to be formal
ly admitted
to take
courses!1
To find out
more about
Wayne State,
call (313)- 5 Z 7 4 5 9 7 .Q T

write:
W ayr%
Unlve
Spring/Summer *i
Cass, Detroit, Mi

WbyneStoleUrtvwsity

State Unlvettlly It an Equal Opoortuntty/Attirmottv* Action EmpteyM

/,

